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Peer-to-peer car sharing is a service model in which car owners let others use their vehicle while it is not in use by themselves. To
simulate such a service in the agent-based transport simulation framework MATSim, a novel synchronization concept is proposed
that considers limited resources in the decision-making of the agents. The concept is introduced in detail and demonstrated for
peer-to-peer car sharing on a conceptual use case and a large-scale simulation for Berlin. The concept is generalizable to other
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1. Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) car sharing is a service in which individual car owners can interact with a platform on which
they propose to share their vehicle with others at a predetermined place and time. Such a service has the potential to
reduce the overall number of cars used in a region by allowing occasional drivers to make use of other people’s cars.
Several studies have been performed about user preferences towards such a service [6, 13, 3, 14] but simulation-based
assessments that consider its dynamics and the synchronization between users are not available or very conceptual
[7].

P2P car sharing is strongly affected by today’s expectations towards autonomous driving and could evolve gradually
from (1) the conventional form introduced above, to a service where (2) the vehicle autonomously drives between
owners and users, or where it is (3) integrated into a shared on-demand fleet when not in use.
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Fig. 1: Update of the replanning process

In order to understand the implications of varying user preferences, cost structures, and levels of automation on
potential P2P car sharing business models, the goal of the present paper is to simulate such a service using the agent-
based transport simulation framework MATSim [8]. Integrating such a service in MATSim means that it can be tested
with a wide range of existing components, for instance, for the calculating of emissions [11], noise [16] and congestion
[12], or in combination with other modes such as automated taxis [10] or micromobility [1].

Experiments on limited resources and synchronization have been performed in MATSim, for instance on the case
of car-pooling [5], which is a complementary problem to P2P car sharing in which other travelers are picked up by the
individual drivers. However, the proposed implementation modified many core components and concepts of MATSim
and stayed merely conceptual [4].

In the following, a novel approach with minimal implications on the existing functioning and code base of the
framework is introduced in a general manner, which is then specified for the P2P car sharing case.

2. Constrained replanning

MATSim simulations are performed in an iterative way: All agents, which represent the population of a city or
region, have daily schedules with individual activities and transport legs in between. In the first phase of a MATSim
iteration (the mobility simulation), all movements of the agents are jointly simulated, leading to phenomena such as
congestion. During simulation, the agents’ daily plans are scored, with activities performed at the right time for the
expected duration giving a positive score and spending time in traffic accumulating negative scores. The obtained
scores can be dependent on activity types, transport modes and even on a per-agent basis. After finishing the mobility
simulation, a replanning process is performed for each agent, which is described further below. It leads to modifica-
tions of some plans (for instance, avoiding congestion) with the hope to reach a better score in the following iteration
and the respective mobility simulation.

2.1. Standard approach

The standard approach for the replanning phase in MATSim is shown on top in Figure 1. Each agent has a plan
memory which holds daily schedules that have been executed in previous MATSim iterations and have, hence, obtained
a score. The memory is limited to M plans, and a removal strategy is applied in case too many plans are present. In
the standard case, the plan with the worst score is removed. After, a replanning strategy is chosen for each agent
dependent on a probability that is defined for each strategy. The strategy can be a selection strategy which selects
(usually based on the scores) a plan from memory to be set as the selected one for the mobility simulation, or it can
be an innovation strategy that usually randomly selects a plan from memory, applies a modification (departures times,
transport modes) and notes it as the selected plan of this agent. The combination of removal and selection (biasing the
memory towards higher scores) and innovation (finding better configurations) guides an agent towards higher scores
over multiple iterations and resembles the utility maximization approach used in discrete choice modeling [9].

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2023.03.091&domain=pdf
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In order to understand the implications of varying user preferences, cost structures, and levels of automation on
potential P2P car sharing business models, the goal of the present paper is to simulate such a service using the agent-
based transport simulation framework MATSim [8]. Integrating such a service in MATSim means that it can be tested
with a wide range of existing components, for instance, for the calculating of emissions [11], noise [16] and congestion
[12], or in combination with other modes such as automated taxis [10] or micromobility [1].
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of car-pooling [5], which is a complementary problem to P2P car sharing in which other travelers are picked up by the
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In the following, a novel approach with minimal implications on the existing functioning and code base of the
framework is introduced in a general manner, which is then specified for the P2P car sharing case.
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MATSim simulations are performed in an iterative way: All agents, which represent the population of a city or
region, have daily schedules with individual activities and transport legs in between. In the first phase of a MATSim
iteration (the mobility simulation), all movements of the agents are jointly simulated, leading to phenomena such as
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simulation, a replanning process is performed for each agent, which is described further below. It leads to modifica-
tions of some plans (for instance, avoiding congestion) with the hope to reach a better score in the following iteration
and the respective mobility simulation.

2.1. Standard approach

The standard approach for the replanning phase in MATSim is shown on top in Figure 1. Each agent has a plan
memory which holds daily schedules that have been executed in previous MATSim iterations and have, hence, obtained
a score. The memory is limited to M plans, and a removal strategy is applied in case too many plans are present. In
the standard case, the plan with the worst score is removed. After, a replanning strategy is chosen for each agent
dependent on a probability that is defined for each strategy. The strategy can be a selection strategy which selects
(usually based on the scores) a plan from memory to be set as the selected one for the mobility simulation, or it can
be an innovation strategy that usually randomly selects a plan from memory, applies a modification (departures times,
transport modes) and notes it as the selected plan of this agent. The combination of removal and selection (biasing the
memory towards higher scores) and innovation (finding better configurations) guides an agent towards higher scores
over multiple iterations and resembles the utility maximization approach used in discrete choice modeling [9].
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2.2. Conflict resolution

We propose a general modification to the replanning process, which is agnostic to the use case or the type of
resource that is considered. The main idea revolves around the concept of potentially conflicting and surely non-
conflicting plans. In the case of P2P car sharing, a plan that contains a leg using the P2P service is always conflicting
as it may potentially clash with another traveler’s plan (in case they want to use the same car at the same time) and
non-conflicting are those plans that do not include the transport mode. In general, more complex definitions for other
use cases can be constructed.

Given these definitions, the modified replanning strategy with resource constraints evolves as shown at the bottom
of Figure 1. First, the initially selected plan before starting the replanning process is noted down for each agent in
the initialization step. After, a modified removal strategy is executed per agent. We assume that, in the first iteration
of a MATSim simulation, each agent has at least one non-conflicting plan defined in its input memory. In that case,
the removal strategy must simply ensure that at least one non-conflicting plan remains in memory. For the standard
worst-score removal strategy, this can be easily obtained by removing the plan with the worst score, except if it is the
only one that is non-conflicting, then the second worst is removed.

After, replanning continues as in the standard case. No modifications need to be introduced to any of the existing
selection and innovation strategies. The goal is to arrive at a new selected plan for each agent as before. However, a
conflict resolution step is added to the replanning process. In this step, all selected plans are examined and a specific
logic may decide whether they are rejected or accepted. In the rejection case, the replanning engine needs to decide
which plan to select instead. In our proposed implementation, this is either the plan that was initially selected (before
replanning) by the agent if it already was non-conflicting or a randomly selected non-conflicting one from memory,
which surely must exist given the described procedure.

Note that the process described here is generic and needs to be specified individually for different services and
resources. However, the only implementation that is necessary to add a new resource constraint is to define a logic
that tags a plan to be potentially conflicting and a logic that defines which plans should be accepted and rejected.

3. Peer-to-peer car sharing

Using standard MATSim functionality, the P2P mode can be implemented as a chain-based mode such as the
private car, which means that the innovation strategies will make sure that transport modes along legs are defined such
that a vehicle is brought back to where it has been picked up. In an unconstrained case, this would let agents use this
mode whenever a viable return trip is found.

However, a reservation logic can be implemented using the proposed resource-constrained replanning process. It
needs to be defined such that the new p2p mode can only be used where and when another agent has moved its vehicle
using the classic private car mode. Also, the vehicle must return (i.e., the user needs to finish the round-trip), before
the owner is departing from that location again using the car mode. Likewise, care must be taken that not two agents
want to use the same car at the same time.

In that setup, all plans that contain the p2p mode are potentially conflicting. The resolution logic then identifies all
users with the p2p mode and sorts them in decreasing order by the total duration of their p2p legs. It identifies all user
slots along those plans, being the shortest chain of activities and legs between departing with the p2p mode at a certain
location and returning to it using the same mode. Analogously, all owner slots in the population can be identified by
searching the shortest chains between arriving at a location using the car mode and departing again from the place
using car. Note that the chains between departure/arrival in both cases can be arbitrarily complex, for instance, for an
owner coming to work by car, walking to a restaurant for lunch and coming back, and then using the car again to go
back home. Additional owner slots are generated in the morning and the evening.

Once all users are sorted and all user slots and owner slots are identified, the assignment logic is applied user by
user. For each user, compatible owner slots are searched in the population. If no set of owner slots can be found that
covers all user slots, the user plan is rejected. In case an assignment can be made, it is noted down. The next user
is then treated the same way, but its slots are also checked against other users’ slots that are already assigned to the
compatible owner slots. In case a conflict is found, the algorithm needs to proceed by finding a different compatible
set of owner slots, or reject the user plan if none is found. Finally, a set of plans that are accepted and rejected is
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Fig. 2: Conceptual test simulation

obtained. Note that this procedure is a best-response assignment that favors sharing time, but more complex (but
computationally heavy) approaches such as bipartite matching could be used to find system-optimal assignments.

To increase stability of the replanning process, one additional tweak is added to the process for the P2P use cases:
First, all agents that initially had a p2p plan are assigned. Only after that, all others which have just switched to such a
plan in the most recent replanning step are treated. This way, assignments are not constantly broken and remade, but
they are kept consistent over multiple iterations.

4. Results

Two experiments are presented in the following. The first is a conceptual set-up, which will be published as an
easy-to-follow code implementation of the approach. The second example integrates the P2P mode into a large-scale
simulation of Berlin.

4.1. Conceptual experiments

Figure 2 describes the configuration of the conceptual use case. Three types of agents (A, B, C) exist. They have
home (H), work (W), and leisure (L) activities. Each agent may choose between three modes (car, walk, p2p) to
perform its travels. Whenever car is chosen, a score of −1 is obtained, whenever walk is chosen, −2 is obtained, and
s ∈ R for p2p. The example is constructed such that A and B will favor using their car, as they cannot make use of
somebody else’s car. Their owner slots are shown in Figure 2 as black bars on top of their timed activities. In contrary,
C may choose to use the car of A or B during the day as its home location is close enough to the work of A and the
home of B. Potential user slots (which will depend on the outcome of the standard replanning) are indicated as black
lines below C’s activities. Finally, C may simply choose to use the car for all or one of its slots.

In the test simulation, all modes are teleported with the same fixed speed, i.e. agents are simply moved on the grid
using predefined time periods.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the mode shares during the MATSim simulations, with values s = {−2, 0.0,+2.0}
for scoring p2p and 100 agents of each type. One can see that a low score (a) leads to an initial accumulation of p2p
plans, which are quickly discarded once better plans are found. On the contrary, p2p increases continuously when
using a score that is substantially better than car (c), but reaches a plateau after around 150 iterations. Note that in the
unconstrained case, p2p would become the dominant mode as it would simply replace all car trips since it is more
favorable. One can, hence, clearly see the synchronization effect that limits the number of trips that can be performed
using p2p.

4.2. Large-scale experiments

Finally, the constrained replanning process is applied to an existing open and large-scale simulation for Berlin [15].
Technically, the general module for constrained replanning and the specific module needs to be added to the baseline
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Fig. 3: Results of the conceptual simulations

Fig. 4: Results of the Berlin simulations

simulation. Furthermore, the p2p mode is configured such that it is scored exactly as the car mode while removing
daily monetary costs and increasing the per-distance cost by 50% to represent the service fees and owner profit. The
p2p mode is routed according to car travel times in the network, but only teleported in the mobility simulation (no
explicit car movements are considered).

Figure 4 shows the results of one simulation run in which user and owner slots are compatible if their depar-
ture/arrival locations are closer than 120 meters. In that configuration, Figure 4a shows that a mode share of about
1.5% of all trips is reached after 400 iterations. After, the Berlin simulation is configured such that innovation strate-
gies are turned off in the replanning process. This means that only plans that are present in memory are selected from
that point on. One can see that this allows to identify beneficial combinations of users and owners, leading to an
increased share towards the final 500th iteration.

Similarly, Figure 4b shows the user and owner slots that are obtained in the assignment process. While the owner
slots decrease (following the general mode share of car), the user slots increase strongly as they start from zero in
the beginning of the simulation. At innovation turnoff, the user slots decrease drastically (as no new p2p are explored
through innovation).

Finally, Figure 4c shows the number of accepted and rejected plans among those that were potentially conflicting.
The rejections can be distinguished between those that lead to going back to the initially selected plan of an agent or
those that lead to a random selection. One can see that after innovation turnoff the number of accepted plans largely
dominates the number of rejected plans and that rejections almost always happen for agents which initially were
following a non-conflicting plan but then tried again an existing conflicting one from memory.
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5. Conclusion

The sections above show that the proposed approach for resource-constrained replanning is modular, integrates
well with the existing code base of MATSim and can be used to simulate P2P car sharing services on the behavioral
side of the framework.

However, currently, many dynamic aspects of such a service are not considered. Movements of p2p users are
not linked to a vehicle (and especially not the vehicle of the owner) and remain “virtual”. A next step towards full
integration (that is also compatible with emission and noise calculations, for instance) is to consider these movements.
The projected approach it to use the dynamic vehicle simulation capabilities of MATSim to simulate relevant vehicles
as individual agents that “follow” either the owner or the user. This may lead to complex situations in which an owner
may arrive late, or a user may be delayed for the return. These cases should be covered naturally by the scoring
approach of MATSim which will penalize such plans, and they allow exploring additional operational dimensions
such as proposing different levels of time margins before and after rentals when performing the assignment.

The assignment itself can be improved by using more complex heuristics or solving a bipartite matching or mixed
integer linear programming problem.

Finally, the paper started out describing the P2P car sharing service as a general resource synchronization problem.
That means that the approach can be generalized to other use cases. Currently, parking is either modeled dynamically
in MATSim with agents trying to approach their destination and then roaming to find a parking spot [2] or not at
all. The resource-constrained replanning approach could be used by explicitly resolving parking competition in the
replanning step of MATSim. Another use case is micromobility [1], where agents currently try to approach a station to
pick up or return a shared bike or scooter and fall back to the next best station if their intended action is not possible.
Managing the rentals upfront using resource-constrained replanning may also stabilize these simulations. Finally, it
may be worthwhile to explore again the case of household or peer group synchronization with respect to the vehicles
that are available to them.
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simulation. Furthermore, the p2p mode is configured such that it is scored exactly as the car mode while removing
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slots decrease (following the general mode share of car), the user slots increase strongly as they start from zero in
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side of the framework.
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not linked to a vehicle (and especially not the vehicle of the owner) and remain “virtual”. A next step towards full
integration (that is also compatible with emission and noise calculations, for instance) is to consider these movements.
The projected approach it to use the dynamic vehicle simulation capabilities of MATSim to simulate relevant vehicles
as individual agents that “follow” either the owner or the user. This may lead to complex situations in which an owner
may arrive late, or a user may be delayed for the return. These cases should be covered naturally by the scoring
approach of MATSim which will penalize such plans, and they allow exploring additional operational dimensions
such as proposing different levels of time margins before and after rentals when performing the assignment.

The assignment itself can be improved by using more complex heuristics or solving a bipartite matching or mixed
integer linear programming problem.

Finally, the paper started out describing the P2P car sharing service as a general resource synchronization problem.
That means that the approach can be generalized to other use cases. Currently, parking is either modeled dynamically
in MATSim with agents trying to approach their destination and then roaming to find a parking spot [2] or not at
all. The resource-constrained replanning approach could be used by explicitly resolving parking competition in the
replanning step of MATSim. Another use case is micromobility [1], where agents currently try to approach a station to
pick up or return a shared bike or scooter and fall back to the next best station if their intended action is not possible.
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